Eighth Session, Commencing at 2.30 pm

GREAT BRITAIN - HISTORICAL MEDALS

2198*
Queen Anne, Peace of Utrecht, 1713, in silver (35mm) by
J.Croker (Eimer 460; MI plate CXXXV no.11) first type.
Fine.
$80
2194*
Charles I, (1625-1649), Marriage of Charles I to Henrietta
Maria, 1625, in silver (23mm) cast, P.Regnier, (MIi,238/1;
Eimer 105Ab). Toned, nearly very fine/good fine.
$100
Ex Tom May Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 99 (lot 2997).

2199*
Coronation of Caroline, 1727, in silver (35mm) by J.Croker
(M.I.II.480/8, plate CXLVIII/12; Eimer 512), obverse, draped
bust of Caroline left, reverse, the queen in royal robes
attended by Religion and Britannia. Nicely toned, nearly
extremely fine.
$300

2195*
Charles I, Charles and Maria (1628) engraved tribute jeton
in silver (27mm). Very fine.
$80

2200
Robert Walpole, Duke of Orford, 1742, in bronze (39mm)
by Natter, bust right, rev. Britannia crowning Walpole, (MI
567/201, Eimer 567). Pierced, good very fine.
$70

2196
Expedition to Vigo Bay, 1702, in bronze (25mm) (MI
239/23); Anne and Louis XIV, 1714, in bronze (20mm)
(MI 416/288); Church Preserved, 1714, in bronze (25mm)
(MI 412/277); George I, 1714, in bronze (24mm) (MI
429/19); Marquis of Granby, 1759, in bronze (27mm) (MI
703/436); other medalets by Kirk 1773-4, in bronze (25mm)
for W.Beckford, Duchess of Cumberland, John Wilkes, and
Duchess of Gloucester (BHM 170, 174, 182, 194) (4). Very
fine - extremely fine. (9)
$120

2201*
Coronation of George III, 1761, in silver (34mm) by L.Natter
(BHM 23; Eimer 694), obverse, laureate, cuirassed bust of
George III right, reverse, Britannia holding a crown above the
head of the king who is enthroned and dressed as a Roman
emperor. Toned very fine.
$300
2197*
Battle of Blenheim, 1704, in bronze (35mm) by J.Croker (E
409, MI 49). Extremely fine.
$200
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2202*
Lord North Elected Chancellor of Oxford University, 1775,
in bronze (37mm) by J.Kirk (BHM 200; E761). Extremely
fine and rare.
$250

2203
Gold Recoinage, 1775, in bronze (42mm) by J.Kirk (Eimer
762, BHM 202). Extremely fine.
$110
2206*
Victory of the Nile, Augt. 1, 1798, in bronze (38mm) by
T.Wyon Sr. (BHM 450), obverse, Victory seated holding a
plaque with bust of Lord Nelson, a lion, palm tree and harp
in front of a pyramid, reverse, a shield and fouled anchor
with ribbon across, 'Nov.29 LAUS DEO 1798'. Holed for
suspension with naval blue ribbon, good very fine.
$100

2204
Inclined Plane at Ketley, 1789/Iron Bridge at Coalbrook,
1792, in bronze (30mm); Scottish Volunteer Review,
1881, in white metal (29mm) (BHM 3100); Franchise
Demonstration at Edinburgh, 1884, in white metal (32mm);
Baptist Missionary Society Centenary, 1892, in white metal
(45mm) (Eimer 1774); South Africa War/Justice & Empire,
undated (1900) (cf BHM 3677); Peace/Victory in Great War,
undated (1919) in bronze (38mm); Great European War
1914-1918/Peace 1919, in bronze (27mm); Preston Guild
Merchant, 1922, in white metal (31mm) (Eimer 1981);
British Exhibition, 1924, in bronze (28mm) (2 types) (BHM
4196, Eimer 1990 and BHM 4194, Eimer 1991); another
two but dated 1925, in bronze (37mm) (BHM 4204) (2);
Falkland Islands Centenary, 1933, in bronze (36mm) (BHM
4241; Eimer 2023A); Xmas Stocking from Friends in Egypt,
1943, in silvered (26mm); 8th Army/Entry of Allied Armies
in Europe, 1943, in bronze (30.5mm). Fine - good very
fine. (16)
$200

Ex Spinks London, numismatic circular, April 1987, item 2661.

2207*
Lord Nelson Return to England, 1800, in gilt white metal
(silver??) (28.5g; 38mm) by T.Halliday (BHM 490; Eimer
918), obverse, uniformed bust of Nelson left, reverse,
Britannia standing beside an altar and holding a wreath out
to an approaching ship, above, 'Hail! Victorious Hero. Thy
Victories We Acknowledge And Thy God.' Most gilt gone,
edge nicks, surface marks and hairlines, otherwise toned
very fine.
$50

2205
Battle of Camperdown, 1797, in white metal (49mm) by
Hancock (BHM 426A, Vol 3), another in gilt bronze (24mm)
(BHM 431); Celebration of Battle of Camperdown, 1797,
in white metal (33mm) (BHM 441; D.H.Middlesex 196).
Very fine. (3)
$120

Ex Spinks London, numismatic circular, Vol XCIV No.2, March 1986,
item 1262.

2208
Death of Rev. James Wilkinson, 1805, in bronze (49mm) by
Westwood, (Eimer 956). Extremely fine.
$60
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2213
Medalets, Death of George III, 1820 (BHM 993, 994,
995 RRR) (3); Withdrawal of Divorce Bill (BHM 1039);
Coronation of George IV (BHM 1081 RR, 1110) (2); Visit
of George IV to Scotland (BHM 1195, another with unlisted
reverse) (2). Very fine - extremely fine. (8)
$120
2214
Horticultural Society of London, Banksian Medal 1820,
in bronze (38mm) by W.Wyon (BHM 1041; Eimer 1138),
reverse inscribed, 'To/Mr. G.E.Hovenden/Southfields/Agric.
Assoc./1922'; The Gardening Illustrated Medal, 1930,
in bronze (44mm), reverse inscribed, 'Salford Flower
Show/1930/Weaste/Allotment Asso.' Nearly extremely fine;
extremely fine. (2)
$60
2215
Death of Queen Caroline, 1821, in white metal (45mm)
by Halliday (BHM 1141); another in white metal (41mm)
(BHM 1146), and medalets for same occasion (BHM 1150,
1154, 1156 [2]) (4). Very fine - extremely fine. (6)
$80
2216
Death of Queen Caroline, 1821, in bronze (25mm) (BHM
1154); Death of Duke of York, 1827, in bronze (25mm)
(BHM 1291); Coronation of William III and Adelaide,
1831, in bronze (25mm) (BHM 1516); Death of William
IV, 1837, in bronze (24mm) (BHM 1730); Silver Wedding
of Prince of Wales and Princess Alexandra, 1888, in bronze
(24.5mm); Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee/Children's
Fete Glasgow, 1897, in bronze (oval 51x31mm); Edward VII
Coronation model half farthing, 1902, in bronze (16mm).
Fine - very fine. (7)
$80

2209*
Death of Lord Nelson, 1805, in bronze (53mm) by T.Webb
(BHM 577; Eimer 957), obverse, bust of Lord Nelson left,
reverse, Bellona advancing right across the sea towards
galleys. A few edge bumps, otherwise extremely fine.
$120
Ex Spink London, numismatic circular, Vol XCIV No.2, March 1986, item
1265.

2217
Death of George Canning, 1827, in bronze (51mm), by Galle
(BHM -); another with French legend, in bronze (42mm), by
?, (BHM -); another in white metal (38mm), (BHM 1299);
medalets for same event (BHM 1302, 1307, 2 varieties).
Good very fine or better. (6)
$100

2210
Boulton's Trafalgar Medal, 1805, in white metal (silver?)
(48mm), edge impressed, 'To The Heroes of Trafalgar From
M:Boulton.' (BHM 584; Eimer 960), on obverse below bust
is impressed 'WRL'; Reform Bill Passed, 1832, in white
metal (50mm) by Halliday (BHM 1587; Eimer 1256). The
first probably cast from rusty dies resulting in loss of detail,
otherwise fine, the second extremely fine. (2)
$80

2218
Counties of the United Kingdom, 1838, in white metal
(64mm) by Davis, numbered map of the UK, rev. names of
all the counties (BHM 1873, Eimer 1324); Chronology of
Kings of England, 1837, listing all rulers up to Victoria, in
white metal (44mm). Very fine. (2)
$60

2211
Lord Nelson, Liverpool Seamen's Friendly Society, in bronze
(38mm) by Vaughton (BHM 1064); Shipwrecked Fishermen
and Mariners Benevolent Society, 1845, in white metal
(43mm); Shipwrecked Mariner Society, 1868, in white metal
(32mm); Portsmouth Navy Week, undated, in white metal
(32mm), all with Nelson portraits. Very fine - extremely
fine. (4)
$120

2219
Queen Victoria Coronation, 1838, in brass (23mm); various
other Great Britain and some world, several in white metal.
Poor - uncirculated. (28)
$50

2212
Election of Sir Chas. Cockerell, 1819, in bronze (54mm),
(BHM 979, Eimer 1111); Isaac Newton, 1819, French series
medal, in bronze (41mm); Earl of Bridgewater, 1829, in
bronze (42mm), (BHM 1340, Eimer 1209); Robert Fergusson
Laudatory medal, 1832, in bronze (50mm), by Oleszczynski,
struck by Polish exiles, (BHM 1572); Tribute to Robert
Fergusson, 1836, in white metal (49mm), by Bain, (BHM
1703). Very fine - extremely fine. (5)
$100

2220
Free Church of Scotland, hollow ornate silver medal, 1843,
hallmarked JM, Birmingham and A & J.S A & D (Aberdeen)
(53mm); Nelson Trafalgar medal, later gilt production
(C.2005); also Edward VII, third farthing, 1902 (S.3993).
Extremely fine. (3)
$50
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2223*
Art Union of London, 1855, Sir John Vanbrugh, in bronze
(55mm) by B.Wyon (BHM 2572; E1500). Good extremely
fine.
$150

2221*
Art Union of London, 1849, Inigo Jones, in bronze (54mm)
by C.Carter (BHM 2348; E1437). A few small verdigris
spots, otherwise good extremely fine.
$150
2222
Great Exhibition medal, 1851, For Services, in bronze
(48mm) by W.Wyon (BHM 2465; Eimer 1461), edge
impressed, 'R.Wilson.' Edge nicks, otherwise good very
fine.
$50

2224*
Art Union of London, 1857, Sir William Chambers, in
bronze (55mm) by B.Wyon (BHM 2596; E1516). Good
extremely fine.
$180

lot 2223 reverse
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2226*
John Hampden, Laudatory Medal, 1863, in bronze (54mm)
by A.B.Wyon (BHM 2788 RRRR). Good very fine.
$200
Very rare, the only specimen listed in BHM is in the Ashmolean Museum.

2225*
Art Union of London, 1861, Sir David Wilke, in bronze
(55mm) by L.Wyon (BHM 2704; E1549). Good extremely
fine.
$180

2227*
Art Union of London, 1866, Benjamin West, in bronze
(55mm) by W.Wilson (BHM 2862; E1589). Good extremely
fine.
$180

2228*
Sir Joseph Banks, The Royal Horticultural Society, in silver
(38mm), inscribed on reverse "Awarded/to/Paul & Son/
for/a group of/Roses/Mar 22nd/1887" (Eimer 1138, BHM
1041). Has been dipped, proof-like surfaces with hairlines,
otherwise extremely fine.
$150
lot 2226
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2232
Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee, 1897, in silver (26mm)
(BHM 3506); Australia, Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee,
1897, in silver (22mm) (C.1897/10); Queen Victoria In
Memoriam, undated (1901), in silver (16.5mm) with
suspension loop; Edward VII Coronation, 1902, in silver
(31mm) (BHM 3737); George V & Queen Mary Silver
Jubilee, 1935, in silver (32mm) (BHM 4249); George VI
Coronation, 1937, in silver (32mm) (BHM 4314). Very fine
- extremely fine. (6)
$100

2233*
"Foudroyant", Lord Nelson's "Flagship", 1897, in copper
from the Foudroyant after breaking up (37mm) (BHM 3613;
Eimer 1813), obverse, facing uniformed bust of Horatio
Viscount Nelson, reverse, Foudroyant at anchor. Extremely
fine.
$100
Ex Spink Auctions (Australia) Sale 11 (part of lot 1699).

2234
Queen Victoria - Elizabeth II, 1887-1953, collection of
Coronation and Jubilee medals in white metal or bronze.
Fine - very fine. (21)
$100
2235
Joseph Chamberlain medals, Visit to South Africa, 1903,
in silver (51mm) by Fray (BHM 3888); another in bronze
(39mm) by Restall (BHM 3889); Fiscal Policy, 1903, in
bronze (39mm) by Restall (BHM 3895); 70th Birthday, 1906,
in bronze (38mm) by Restall (BHM 3937); and three other
Chamberlain medals. Good very fine - extremely fine. (7)
$150

2229*
Queen Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, in bronze (77mm) by
J.E.Boehm (BHM 3219; Eimer 1733). In case of issue, one
small carbon spot on obverse, otherwise uncirculated.
$150
2230
Queen Victoria, Stevengraph silk bookmark for 1887 Jubilee;
Queen Victoria, Jubilee medal in shape of a bronze cross,
1887 (36x36mm); Queen Victoria, 1897 Jubilee, Barratt &
Co on reverse, in bronze (22mm); Queen Victoria period
painted image of a young sailor boy in a tin, oval brooch
(36x28mm); Queen Victoria young head farthing with
reverse shaved and inscribed, 'from Ethel'; Edward VII
Death/Australia Mourns, 1910, in bronze (23mm); also
antique, 65mm long, hollow, tapered, gilt metal tassels (2).
The farthing with verdigris, the bookmark creased and small
material loss near top edge, otherwise fine - very fine. (8)
$60
2231
Queen Victoria Jubilee, 1897, in silver (56mm) (BHM 3506;
Eimer 1817); Edward VII Coronation, 1902, in bronze
(56mm) (BHM 3737; Eimer 1871); George VI Coronation,
1937, in silver (57mm) (BHM 4314; Eimer 2046). In cases
of issue, the first medal polished, otherwise extremely fine,
the rest uncirculated. (3)
$180

part

2236*
Masonic Founder badge, in enamel and silver hallmarked
for Birmingham 1911, Coronation Masters Lodge of
M.M.M.635, pin back; Freemason's Hospital jewel, in
silvered, reverse impressed, 'Bro. T.Stirling/No.933.' Both in
original cases, the first by maker Spencer & Co, uncirculated;
extremely fine. (2)
$100
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2237
Masonic Past Master's collar jewel, in silver (115g), reverse
inscribed, 'Presented to W.Bro. F.W.Spellacy./By The
Initiatives During His Year of Office As/Worshipful Master
of the United Smithfield Lodge No 3716/As a token of
Esteem & Fraternal Regard 1914-15', followed by a list of
Bros.; P.Z.collar jewel in gilt; Duke of Connaught 1717-1917
jewel with clasp 23 June 1917; Masonic Million Memorial
commemorative jewel, 1914-1918, reverse inscribed,
'W.Bro. F.W.Spellacy/No.2966'; gilt medal with monogram
CL/FS at sides of a London crest and with suspension clasp
inscribed, 'Founded' and '1807' inscribed on medal; pin
back badge in gilt with eight rays and superimposed on this
a silver crest featuring a boar's head between stooks of grain
and below crossed axes and bulls' heads with a scroll below
bearing the date '20 July 1880'; Masonic metal apron tassels,
one pair in silver, two pairs in gilt, each of these pairs with
different design on suspension bars; jewel suspender in three
piece gilt, no jewel. The first two without ribbon, otherwise
very fine - extremely fine. (13)
$150

2241
Area XI.A Boxing Tournament, in silver (29mm), reverse
inscribed, 'Cdt R.H.Cumberbeach/Moth Weight/1928';
Birmingham Public Parks Cricket Association, in silver and
enamel (48x31mm), reverse inscribed, '1933/Champions Div
XIII/Oddfellows Arms/W.Hawker'; The Croquet Association
Silver Medal, in silver (32mm) with pin back suspension;
Rugby medal in silver (25mm) reverse inscribed, 'C.A.S.C.B./
Seven-A-Side/Rugby 1945/Runners Up/A.C.Samuels'; Paisley
Corporation Sports, in silver (24mm), unnamed; athletics
medal in silver (33mm), obverse, athletes running with crowd
scene in background, reverse, disc with seahorse inset within
wreath, unnamed. Very fine - good very fine. (6)
$60

United Smithfield Lodge No.3716 is in London.

2238
European War 1914-1919, in bronze (53mm) by The Mint
Birmingham (BHM 4144; Eimer 1965), obverse, farmer
ploughing field, PAX on rising sun in background, shields
of allies around bottom, reverse, Peace standing before an
array of standards. In The Mint Birmingham Limited case,
toned good extremely fine.
$50
2239
Masonic jewels, all in silver, gilt and enamel, Royal Masonic
Institution for Boys West Yorkshire 1918; another for
Steward 1919; another (no location) for Steward 1921; Royal
Masonic Institution for Girls 1920 for Steward; another
but a pin back badge for 1913; Royal Masonic Benevelont
Institution 1915; another for Feb.1916; another for Steward
1918 with ribbon emblem, all jewels and the badge with
different designs. Extremely fine. (8)
$150

2242*
Masonic Diamond Jubilee jewel, 1930, Kilwinning
R.A.C., in 9ct gold (approx 12g), reverse inscribed, 'M.Ex.
Comp./H.J.Ford. D of C./Kilwinning. R.A.C./Diamond
Jubilee/1870-1930'. In a case, extremely fine.
$170

2240*
Hampshire County Amateur Athletic Asson Championship,
9ct gold and enamel fob medal (10.3g), by J.Hollis,
Medallist, South Hampton, reverse inscribed, '1924/10
Miles/1st/G.F.Burtoft'. In maker's case of issue, nearly
uncirculated.
$150

2243*
Portsmouth Road & Racing Club, 9ct gold and enamel
fob medal (7.1g), reverse inscribed, 'C.C.Championship
1924/1st/G.F.Burtoft'. In case of maker, Jackson, Medallist,
Southsea, extremely fine.
$100
See lot 2240 to same recipient.

See lot 2243 to same recipient.
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2244
George V and Queen Mary Silver Jubilee, 1935, in silver
(32mm) (BHM 4249; Eimer 2029); Elizabeth II Coronation,
1953, in silver (32mm) and bronze (51mm) (BHM 4444;
Eimer 2084) (2) and another in silver (32mm) (BHM 4445);
Death of Duke of Windsor, 1972, in silver (38mm) (Eimer
2124); Prince Charles & Lady Diana, 1981, in silver (37mm).
All in cases of issue, the last case and certificate with foxing,
uncirculated. (6)
$150

2251*
Scotland, hand engraved agricultural medal in silver
(32mm), by "JM&S", obverse inscribed "Western District/
of Dunbartonshire/Agricultural Association/Show. 1872",
reverse inscribed "The/Best Drake & Two Ducks/Aylesbury
Breed/Gained by/Archibald McNaught/Drumfad". Very
fine.
$100

2245
Neville Chamberlain, Laudatory Medal, 1938, in bronze
(62mm) by Hiley (BHM 4389). Extremely fine.
$60

2252
Charles I, 1625-1649, Scottish Unite, gold (9ct, 4.5g) fantasy
commemorative, sovereign size, plain edge circa 1999
minting. FDC.
$150

2246
Westminister Abbey 900th Anniversary, 1965, in bronze
(57mm) (Eimer 2107); Sir Francis Chichester, 1967, in silver
(38mm) (Eimer 2113); Westminister Abbey, undated, in
nickel silver (44mm); The Mary Rose 1511-1545, undated,
in nickel silver (44mm). All in cases, these affected by foxing,
otherwise uncirculated. (4)
$80

DOCUMENTS

2247
Masonic miniature jewels, swing mounted from a specially
made medal mounting bar, includes Mark Master Mason
jewel, Excellent Master Mason Degree jewel, Scottish Royal
Arch jewel, and Prince of Mercy Degree jewel; Past Master's
jewel, in silver and enamel, Lodge Star of the North No.1527
S.C., pin back suspension bar '1965-1966', clasp '1968-69',
jewel reverse inscribed, 'Presented to W.Bro./T.J.Guthrie/
R.W.M. 1965-66'. The last in maker's wallet, extremely
fine. (1 + set of 4)
$100

2253
Receipt for goods, supplied to Gilnough, Bolton 8/5/1833,
signed by William Harrison; London letter dated 31.12.1839
to H.G.Holden; letter dated 31.3.1841 to Mr Sep Herbert,
Waterloo House, Hindley St, Adelaide, South Australia;
envelope imprinted General Chen Chia-shang, Chinese Air
Force, Office of the Commanding General, Taipei, Taiwan,
China, postmarked Taipei 31.7.1959, Chinese text written
on, addressed to Air Marshall F.R.W.Scherger, C.B., C.B.E.,
D.S.O., A.F.C. One tear and some foxing on last otherwise
fine, the rest good - fine. (4)
$100

2248
Man's First Landing on the Moon, 20th July 1969, in silver
(41.2g; 44mm) by P.Vincze, obverse with jubilant astronaut
standing on moon, at base astronaut names, reverse, figure
of Apollo left and around twelve cameo scenes from the
flight, edge impressed 'Fine Silver'. In original case, this with
foxing, medal with some very faint hairlines on reverse and
fingerprint on obverse, impressive purple toning, otherwise
uncirculated.
$50

Septimus Herbert, aged 79, arrived in Adelaide 1839. Frederick Scherger
was a senior commander in the RAAF and from 1957 until 1961 he served
as Chief of the Air Staff, the highest ranking position in the RAAF. His
career started at RMC Duntroon in 1921 graduating in 1924 as the King's
Medal winner. About this time he requested secondment to the RAAF, this
later being made a permanent transfer of service. He made the first public
freefall parachute descent in Australia at Essendon, Victoria in 1926. He
had an illustious military career. RAAF Base Scherger, Australia's northern
air base near Weipa, Cape York is named in his honour.

2254
New South Wales five per cent debentures, Indenture dated 7
April 1860 for settlement of five hundred pounds of aforesaid
stock between Mary Ann Brown of Middlesex and Rev.
Henry William Watson and Rev.John Rowe, advanced for
making some provision for her neice Eleanor Mary Strong,
a large handwritten document signed and sealed under
wax by the first three parties and with affixed £1.5.- duty
and stamped London 8.2.60; also credit note No.28 from
National Bank, Bayswater to Bank of New South Wales,
Melbourne dated 1 Oct 1866 for £55.11.- to account of
John Matthias Spread, on The National Bank watermarked
paper, with impressed one penny duty stamp and with black
vertical print 'DUPLICATE'. Very fine. (2)
$100

2249
Queens of the British Isles, set of nine sterling silver medals
(each 45mm; 49g), by The Birmingham Mint. In timber case
of issue, uncirculated.
$230
2250
The Kings and Queens Collection, from Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066) to Elizabeth II (1952 -), forty
three proof sterling silver medals (each 32mm; 16.6g). In a
presentation album and with an historical information page
for each medal, FDC.
$600

Reverend Henry William Watson was a mathemetician and author of a
number of mathematics books. He and Francis Galton introduced the GaltonWatson Process in 1875. John Matthias Spread was born at Cork, Ireland
in 1841 and died in Narraburra, Temora, NSW on 31 March 1909.
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2255
Alliance Assurance Office, Sydney Branch, handwritten letter
dated 17 June 1865 to The Honourable E.Deas Thomson
C.B., Barham, Woolloomooloo, with affixed NSW penny
red stamp and postmarked, 'E/Ju 17/1865/Sydney'. Good
very fine.
$100

2260
Victorian Government Inscribed Stock, four per cent loan
1884, interest payment vouchers to Reginald L.Batchelor,
1 Oct 1910, 1 Apr 1911, 1 Oct 1911; prospectus for
Government of the Commonwealth of Australia five per
cent loan, issued 1927; The Wallaroo and Moonta Mines,
pp30, 1914 reprinted 1980; P&O Ports of Call brochures
for Sydney, Melbourne, Fremantle and Perth, Adelaide,
each with city map and written tourist guide information,
all c1946; Studies and Reports No.XI, Free, Compulsory,
and Secular a Critical Estimate of Australian Education
by G.V.Portus, 1937, pp71; various British information
pamphlets c1930s, The Empire Overseas, Opportunities
for British Boys in the Dominions (2), Training Centres for
Women who wish to settle Overseas (3), The S.O.S.B.W.
Training Hostel Market Harborough (Training in Household
Work for Overseas); Australia As I Found It by Marjorie
Mitchell (3). Mostly very fine. (19)
$50

Sir Edward Deas Thomson (1800-1879) was a prominent colonial Australian.
Born in Edinburgh, Scotland he was later to be appointed Colonial Secretary
of NSW and as such the governor's chief advisor and one of the most powerful
people in the colony. In 1849 he was a member of Charles Wentworth's
select committee to establish Sydney University and was one of the appointed
members of the University Senate from 1850 until his death. His contribution
to the growth of the colony of NSW and his other achievements are too
numerous to record here but a full biography is included with the lot.

2256
NSW Land Conveyance, 31 July 1867 from Garrett Kelly
to John Conlon, signed by James Boscawan Duff, Deputy
Registrar (committed for trial in 1883 for embezzlement);
Probate in the Will of John Conlon 1872; Mortgage
document from Margaret Conlon to Martin Riedy (Inn
Keeper), 1890; Conveyance between Margaret Conlon and
her children, 1898. Very fine. (4)
$70

2261
Tasmanian Government, treasury bill no.593 dated at
Hobart, 8th December 1892, for £1,000.0.0 sterling
redeemable on 8th December 1895, with red and white
embossed duty stamps for one pound and five shillings,
diagonal payment stamp, 'London Westminister Bank/for
credit of/North China Insurance Co Ltd', two cancelled
punch holes at signatures. Foxing and staining and tear at
bottom left edge, fine.
$50

Subject under the documents is the Cross Roads Hotel, Liverpool of which
John Conlon was proprietor.

2257
Australian Gas Light Company, receipt no.17, Sydney
29th April 1868, issued to Mr Thos Blake for 1st & 2nd
instalment on 26 shares, signed by Treasurer of Bank of New
South Wales. Very fine.
$50
2258
Victoria Public Education, Royal Commission of Enquiry
Report, 1878 by Charles H.Pearson, with an impressed
seal compliments slip of the Agent-General for Victoria;
South Australian School of Mines and Industries manual
training booklet, 1893; Report on Brisbane Technical
College, 1900-1901; privately circulated memorandum to
shareholders in Australian Agricultural Company, December
1852; Australia in Brief 1952 booklet; The Royal Visit 1954
souvenir booklet; catalogue for Australian, New Zealand
Communion Tokens and Miscellaneous Series, published
1964 (first edition). Cover on third report torn and loose,
otherwise fine - very fine. (7)
$50

2262*
New South Wales, Elector's Right no.285786, Residential
Qualification, Electoral District of Tenterfield, Division of
Tenterfield, to holder William Berkin Baker of Sandy Hill,
dated Ninth day of March 1894, stamped on back, 'F.V. /
4-3-1897', and 'F.C.V. / 8-6-1898'. Fine and scarce.
$250

2259
New Zealand Power of Attorney, the Hon W.P.Reeves &
anor to Harry W.Lee Esq, dated 5th May 1892, three page
document with two attachments of two pages each, giving
authority to act on behalf of W.P.Reeves & Thomas Maude
for the sale of Plymyard Park Estate in England, signed and
wax sealed. Very fine - good very fine.
$150
William Pember Reeves (10 February 1857 - 16 May 1932) was born at
Canterbury, New Zealand just three weeks after his parents had arrived
from England. Upon completeion of his schooling he went on to qualify as
a lawyer and journalist being the editor of the Canterbury Times in 1885
and the Lyttelton Times 1889-1891. He was elected to parliament in 1887
and served as Minister of Labour 1891-1896, Minister of Education 18911896, Minister of Justice 1891-1892, 1893, 1895-1896 and Commissioner
of Stamp Duties 1892-1896. He also had several appointments in London
such as Agent-General 1896-1905 and High Commissioner 1905-1908,
Director of the London School of Economics 1908-1919 and Chairman of
the National Bank of New Zealand 1917-1931. He also was a published
author and poet.
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2267
Petrol coupons, includes one gallon and ten gallons, 31 Jan
1944, plus issues from NSW, Victoria and Western Australia.
Very fine - uncirculated, mostly extremely fine. (6)
$50

2268
Specimen travellers cheques, for Commonwealth Trading
Bank of Australia, 1967, The Standard Bank Limited, 1956
(various), Australian and New Zealand Banking Group
Limited, 1978 (various), others also with other documents
as well, Bank of New South Wales 1940-1960s includes
specimen signatures lists for 1965, 1967, 1969 and 1971, The
Union Bank Limited, 1947, 1948; also Surrender document,
14 March 1955, by The State Electricty Commission Victoria
to Lloyds Bank Limited for premises at Charles II Street,
London, with wax Commission's seal and bank's impressed
seal and impressed £25 duty stamp. A few tattered around
edges but mostly very fine - uncirculated. (lot)
$50

2263*
Amalgamated Mining Employees Association of Victoria
and Tasmania, sixpence provision coupon, 1B 908, for
goods charge(d) to the Lyell Branch, signed by the President,
Secretary, Treasurer and Trustee, red print on white paper,
(134x104mm) printed by the Herald Print. Fine and rare.
$100
Ex Graeme Bamford Collection.

2269
Bills of Exchange, issued in 1866, 1883, 1888, 1905 and
1906, all payable in India, one at Calcutta and four at
Bombay, one issued in London, two in Hong Kong, one in
Calcutta and one in Bombay. Fine - very fine. (5)
$50

2264
Australia and New Zealand, six Letters Patent issued to
William Edgar Muntz, inventor, late of H.M.Department
of Public Works, India, patents relate to Windmills, taps
or valves, and processes involving vulcanised rubber, four
issued for Australia in 1913, 1914, 1915, 1921 and two for
New Zealand in 1914 and 1920. Full documentation, wax
sealed and in original solicitors' Letters Patent completed
envelopes, very fine - extremely fine. (lot)
$100
W.E.Muntz, an engineer, was born in 1858 at Warwickshire, England and
died in 1930, late of the Forest Hotel, Dorridge, Knowle, Warwickshire.

2265
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, book of all authorised
signatories, 40pp, Jan 1937; a similar book for Bank of New
South Wales, 12pp, July 1 1937; other correspondence from
various Australian banks re travellers cheques and signatories
1939-1951 (5); NRMA Touring Grounds around Sydney
book with maps, directions and attractions, c1940s-1950s.
Very fine - extremely fine. (8)
$50
2266
War Savings Certificate WWII, one pound, BA 025643
27 April 1942 (WD1a); military related postcards (10);
Christmas 1941 card for 2/5 Field Regiment R.A.A., A.I.F.;
OHMS envelope with four Army Signals postmarks 1941;
Commonwealth Savings Bank pay envelope with War Effort
message; promissory notes payable at Commercial Bank
of Australia, Katoomba, 1961 (5); cheque for Commercial
Bank of Australia, Katoomba, 1961 (6); cheque for Bank
of Australasia, Wagga Wagga, 1923; cigarette card album
of the Famous Film Stars series by W.D. & H.O.Wills (96
cards with duplication), various other loose cards, includes
Heroic Deeds of the Great War series (7), War Medals series
on silk cards (26) and various others (14). Mostly fine - good
very fine. (169)
$50

2270*
Russia, State Bond, one hundred rubles, 1949, No.20/
No.063706. Good very fine.
$80
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2274
NSW Government Tramways, set of sixteen tickets consisting
of 3d (three different colours), 4d (five different), 5d (three
different), 6d and 7d (two different), 8d. All different with
various sections, depots and colours, mostly fine - extremely
fine, a rare set. (16)
$170
2275
Dept of Government Transport NSW, and Port Jackson and
Manly Steamship Co Ltd, bus and ferry combined tickets
from various suburbs including Curl Curl, Balgowlah,
Brookvale to Circular Quay 3d, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6 (two types)
all with low serial numbers. Extremely fine, a rare set. (6)
$100
2276
Sydney Harbour Bridge, NSW Government Tramways and
Dept. of Government Transport, set of eleven tickets, 1d (two
types), 3d (two types), 4d, 6d, 7d, 8d, 9d, 10d (two types).
Mostly fine - very fine, a scarce set. (11)
$120
2277
Sydney Harbour Bridge, NSW Government Tramways, 1d,
4d, 7d, 8d and 9d tickets (all with red 'S' - Sunday surcharge).
Fine - very fine. (5)
$80

part

2271*
NSW Government Tramways and Dept. of Government
Transport, Circular Quay or Railway to Agricultural, Cricket
or Sports Ground and return, consisting of 6d, 1/3 (child),
1/6, 2/6 (pink) and 2/6 (red). Fine - very fine, a rare set. (5)
$200

2278
Sydney Harbour Bridge, NSW Government Tramways, set
of seven tickets all with red 'S' (Sunday surcharge), 1d, 4d,
7d, 8d (green bars), 8d (orange bars), 9d. Scarce, fine - very
fine. (6)
$100
2279
Sydney Harbour Bridge, toll tickets, second issue (wide
tickets with wide colour bars), set of six, 3d, 6d, 9d, 1/-, 1/3,
1/6. Rare set, very good - good fine. (6)
$100
2280
Sydney Harbour Bridge, toll tickets, third issue (wide tickets
with narrow colour bands), set of six, 3d, 6d, 9d, 1/-, 1/3,
1/6, 2/-. Scarce set, mostly fine. (7)
$100

2272*
Georges River Bridge, NSW, toll tickets, sixpence 'D' black
print (3404); another sixpence, 'F' red print (88713). Fine
and rare. (2)
$120

2281
Sydney Harbour Bridge, toll tickets, fourth issue (narrow
tickets with narrow colour bands), set of five, 3d, 6d, 9d,
1/-. Scarce, fine - very fine. (4)
$80

2273
NSW Government Tramways, racecourse tickets, Circular
Quay, Railway and Newton Rd Junction to Randwick
Racecourse and return, 2/- (type with large 'A'); Newcastle
Racecourse to Newcastle or Plattsburg, 9d; Dept of Govt
Transport, City to Racecourse and return (Randwick?). Very
good - good fine, all rare types. (3)
$120

2282*
Sydney Harbour Bridge, souvenir tickets, 1d (child), 2d
(child), 4d (adult), 8d, issued for the 'Harbour Bridge
Celebrations, 1932-1982'. A rare set, mostly extremely
fine. (4)
$120
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2285
The Sir Ross Smith Flight, 1919, official souvenir book of his
historic flight from England to Australia, published in 1920
by Union Theatres, first page signed in ink at top, Margaret
Swann, Elizabeth Farmhouse, together with cuttings of
Sydney Morning Herald report on the flight. Some foxing,
1919 penned on cover, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$100
Not only is this book scarce, it is the personal copy of Margaret Swann who
lived with her family in Elizabeth Farm, the oldest building in Australia. Her
father purchased the farm from the estate of General Edward Macarthur
(Governor and Mrs Elizabeth Macquarie's son) in 1904 and the family
remained in it until 1968. Margaret Swann and her family, with their
appreciation of history, led to the preservation of Elizabeth Farm which is
now an historic museum.

2283*
Lord Byron, signature on part of a letter written from Genoa
and indicating a possible trip to Greece, signature at end as
Noel Byron, dated Genoa May 29th 1823. Foxing, some
splits around edges, ink signature clear, fine.
$600

With research

2286
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith collection, includes small
piece (41x9mm) of his aircraft, Southern Cross, used in the
Trans-Pacific and -Tasman flights, in an envelope marked,
'From: Major Ian Vickery to Capt Ken Taylor (17th Bn)'; the
following books - Story of "Southern Cross" Trans-Pacific
Flight 1928 by C.E.Kingsford-Smith and C.T.P.Ulm, 1928 first
edition, pp228; My Flying Life prepared under supervision
and from diaries and papers of the late Sir Charles KingsfordSmith, 1937 first edition, pp284 + 31; Charles KIngsford
Smith, Smithy, The World's Greatest Aviator by Pedr Davis,
1977, this edition 1988, 157pp + index, with foreword by
Nancy-Bird Walton and personalised by her and with her
signature; large coloured postcard of Sir Charles Kingsford
Smith and Charles Ulm from an oil on canvas by William
Dargie; 45 RPM record, The Immortal Southern Cross by
Jonnie Russell, 1991 and on flip side, Solo Woman; large
photograph by Chas H.Butterworth of the De Havilland
"Canberra" c1930 which was used in the search for Smithy
when his flight disappeared over the Andaman Sea in 1935;
newspaper cuttings of obituaries for Lady Kingsford-Smith
and also Rollo Kingsford-Smith, nephew of Smithy. The first
two books with foxing, overall fine - very fine. (8)
$300

George Gordon Byron, 6th Baron Byron, later George Gordon Noel Byron
(1788-1824). Byron was an English poet and a leading figure in the romantic
movement of his time. He was handsome, athletic, a competent boxer,
horseman and excellent swimmer. He was and is widely read and influential
in the English speaking world and beyond. Famous not only for his writings
but for his life which featured extravagent living, numerous love affairs
including rumours of a scandalous incestuous liaison with his half-sister
and self imposed exile.
When Byron's mother-in-law, Judith Noel, died in 1822 her will required
that he change his surname to Noel in order to inherit half her estate and so
he obtained a Royal Warrant to do so. This Royal Warrant also allowed him
to suscribe the said surname of Noel before all titles of honour' and from
that point he signed himself as Noel Byron. There was some speculation
that he did this so that his initials were NB thus mimicing those of his hero
Napoleon Bonaparte.
It is significant that in the part letter offered here, Byron mentions that
'though not yet decided that circumstances may conduct me once more to
Greece' because within six weeks he left Genoa for Greece to support it in
its efforts to gain independence from the Ottoman Empire. While in Greece
Byron fell ill on 24 February 1824 and despite a partial recovery in early
April he became ill again and it is thought that as a result of poor medical
treatment he finally died on 19 April 1824 in Missolonghi.
Since Byron only started signing his name as Noel Byron sometime in 1822
then this style of signature was only used for a relatively short period of
about two years and hence must be considered extremely scarce.

2284
Cyclorama of War, open-out catalogue post WWI; large
official photograph of an Australian fighter pilot sitting and
chatting beside his aircraft with his ground mechanic who is
wearing a captured Italian's jacket, taken at Bardia WWII;
large photograph of a Westland Wapiti aircraft picking up
a message at 180mph; On Active Service envelope stamped
by Field Censor and postmark of Field Post Office 27 Oc
1916, to Miss Violet-Norris of Chatswood; postcards,
The FE8, or Farman Experimental No.8 by Tuck, Camp
de Mailly featuring a blimp balloon, a French card with
multiple signatures front and back, upended bi-plane in a
paddock (unused), all 1920s-1930s; two envelopes dated
1881 with NSW penny red stamps, both addressed to Miss
R.Beckingham, one c/o dressmaker at Glebe, the other at
historic Athlone Place, Sydney (Ultimo); various French
postcards, WWII sweetheart card, War 1914-16 damaged
historic building, Palais de l'Elysee at Paris, Ypres in flames,
Rezonville par aime Morot, Salon 1904 - E.Cheperon"Murat" (1906) with handwritten message in French to
Madamoiselle Marie Gore at Calais. The first with tears and
edge damage, otherwise mostly fine - very fine. (14)
$50

Major Ian Vickery, AAMC, was killed in action 27Nov1942 in Papua.
Nancy-Bird Walton (nee Nancy Bird) was a pioneering Australian aviator
who was given flying lessons by Charles Kingsford Smith and knew him
personally. She was the founder and later patron of the Australian Women
Pilots' Association. She was declared a National Treasure by the Australian
government in 1997. See lot 2290 for another book personalised by her.

2287
Amy Johnson, aviation portrait photo by distinguished
Australian photographer, Ruth Hollick, in frame but loose
and backing paper removed, also a cassette being of a special
radio production by ABC Radio of 50th anniversary of Amy
Johnson's landing at Darwin in Australia, made 24 May
1980; Solo, The Bert Hinkler Story by R.D.Mackenzie, 1962
first edition, pp144; Hurricane Hinkler, softcover book, cost
one shilling at issue, pp24; HMAS Melbourne sailor's tally
band; One Minute of Time, The "Melbourne - Voyager"
Collision by Vice Admiral Harold Hickling, 1965 first
edition; black and white aerial photo of what appears to be
HMAS Melbourne. Fine - very fine. (7)
$70

Rachel Beckingham was born in 1862 at Glebe and married Thomas Cooke
in 1882 at Sydney.
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2292
Picture cards, (70), mainly United Discounts Co, Park House,
Sydney 'Shoppers' Picture Card Vouchers' cards (49) nos 447 not consecutive with several multiples; birthday, Xmas
and other types of postcards, mostly Australian 1916-1926
(39) but does include English issues of unused autographed
(signed?) cards for actors, Miss Lee White and Clay Smith.
Some cards damaged but overall mainly fine - very fine.
(109)
$50
It was reported in the Sydney Morning Herald, 5 December 1927, p12 as
follows: 'Vancouver, Dec.8. A telegram from Spokane, Washington, reports
the death of Mrs Clay Smith (Lee White), the London Musical revue star,
who was stricken with illness while in Australia, and who recently suffered
a stroke. Miss White, whose real name was Lee Anne Smith, was well
known in Australia, where, in company with her husband, Mr Clay Smith,
she appeared in revue and comedy. She was untiring in her efforts on behalf
of charity, and successfully launched a fund for raising 10,000 shillings
for St.Margaret's Hospital, Sydney. The late Miss White, who possessed a
bouyant personality, first came to Australia under engagement to the Tivoli
Theatre, but later, in conjunction with her husband, she produced revues
and plays in England and Australia.'

part

2288*
Red Baron postcards, from series Postkartenvertrieb
W.Sanke, Berlin, card no.534 features Rittmeister Manfred
Frhr. von Richthofen half body seated left in uniform
wearing awards and decorations, and card no.606 featuring
Jagdstaffel Richthofen, Rittmeister Frh. v. Richthofen im
Krese seiner Kampfflieger (Red Baron standing in centre of
a group of his fellow pilots). Both unused, very fine - good
very fine and scarce. (2)
$100
With research.

2289
WWI silk postcards, all from serving AIF soldiers, types
include 'Merry Christmas', 'A Happy Christmas', 'Christmas
Greetings', 'To my dearest Darling', 'Sacred Alliance',
others feature a pouch with flap for including small message
card, includes 'To My Dear Brother' with card 'Greetings
from France', 'Best Kiss' with card 'I am thinking of You',
'Greetings From France' with card 'Remember', others with
no message in pouch, 'Stop, No Going Pass', 'With Fondest
Love'. The title on the last missing coloured silk, some foxing,
otherwise fine - very fine. (10)
$60
2290
Aviation books, These are Facts, The Autobiography of Air
Marshall Sir Richard Williams KBE, CB, DSO, published
by Australian War Memorial 1977, pp428; The Greatest
Air Race, England - Australia 1919, by Nelson Eustis, 1969
first edition, pp188; The Aviators by William Joy, 1983
first edition, pp211, personalised and signed by NancyBird (Walton); The Zeppelin Fighters by Arch Whitehouse,
1966 first edition, pp290. Foxing on edges, otherwise very
fine. (4)
$60

2293*
Havelock cigarette poster, To Lucknow in colour
(350x188mm) by The British-Australia Tobacco Co Pty Ltd,
Melbourne, Australia, features scene with British soldiers
and civilians in defence of Lucknow, flags above and various
arms below with a Scottish Highland poem under. Some
creasing across top and a few spots of paper loss at edges,
otherwise very fine.
$50

See lot 2286 for another Nancy-Bird (Walton) personalised book.

2291
Postcards, mostly 1907-1920s, many unused, several from
overseas posted to Australia, also many local cards for
Albury, Corryong, Ipswich, Mosman in Sydney, Mudgee,
Musellbrook, Nepean River, Shoalhaven and several for
Wingham, also some AIF military related cards; photo
negative on glass; cheque for Messrs Drummond, London
Branch of the Royal Bank of Scotland, 22 April 1945. Fine
- very fine. (78)
$100

2294
World map, Mappe-Monde Sur La Projection de Mercator,
gravee par Lallemand, dressee par Mr Lapie Lieut Colonel,
Paris 1832, approx 39x54cm with borders of approx 8cm
at top and bottom and 6.5cm at sides, in colour, Australia
shown as Notasie ou Nouvelle Hollande. Browning with age
especially around the border, otherwise fine and scarce.
$50
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2295
Carte Des Isles Britanniques, map of the British Isles with
the kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland divided into
provinces and counties, with supplement for the Orkney
and Shetland Islands, by Robert De Vaugondy after Thomas
Kitchin printed by C.F.Delamarch, undated (1800s), in
colour, approx 53x71cm with 1.5x2.5cm borders. Foxing
and two tears of 2cm on edge, otherwise very fine.
$50

2301
Views of Ireland, 19th century engravings (approx 12x18cm
plus border with title below), all by W.H.Bartlett, includes
The Giants Causeway (from above); Gougauna Barra; Castle
Howard Vale of Ovoca, all probably printed by Geo. Virtue
of 26 Ivy Lane, London. Some faint foxing on back and on
borders, otherwise good very fine. (3)
$50
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

2296
France, various legal documents, Sale of Successive Rights
by Mons. Dulong, lawyer, 1834; Sale document by Pierre
Larrogue, 1855; Conciliation document by Jean Lidron and
Catherine Bourdelles with Pierre Carrete, 1869; Receipt
document with Jean Carrete and others, 1872; Letter of
Agreement between Eduard Duran and Jean Carrete, 1898,
all with printed and impressed official stamp duty seals.
Mostly very fine. (5)
$50

STAMPS

2297
Views of Ireland, 19th century engravings (approx 12x18cm
plus border with title below), all by W.H.Bartlett, includes
Augustinian Abbey, Adare (with the Castle of the Fitzgeralds
and the Francescan Abbey); Glenariff; Clifden Castle
(Connemara), all printed by Geo. Virtue of 26 Ivy Lane,
London. With some foxing around borders, otherwise very
fine. (3)
$50
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

2298
Views of Ireland, 19th century engravings (approx 12x18cm
plus border with title below), the first two by W.H.Bartlett,
the last by W.Hogarth, includes Phoul A Phuca; The Giants
Causeway (from above); The Industrious 'Prentice Favourite,
and Entrusted by his Master from the book Industry and
Idleness, all probably printed by Geo. Virtue of 26 Ivy Lane,
London. With foxing around borders, particularly on last,
otherwise very fine. (3)
$70
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.
part

2299
Views of Ireland, 19th century engravings (approx 12x18cm
plus border with title below), all by W.H.Bartlett, includes
Ancient Crofs, Clonmacnoise; Dephi Lodge (Connemara);
Taking a Stag, near Derrycunnihy Cascade, Killarney, all
printed by Geo. Virtue of 26 Ivy Lane, London. Some faint
foxing around border, otherwise good very fine. (3)
$50

2302*
New South Wales, assorted covers from Sydney to Glasgow
stamped with postmarks of 1858-1865, fixed with square
QV stamps with imperf 6d slate green (SG 91) (illustrated)
(1858), another 6d greyish brown (1860) (illustrated) others
perf 13, 6d mauve (SG 164) (4) (1862-1867) and 1867
cover fixed with 6 x 2d dull blue (SG 199?). Mostly fair to
fine. (7)
$200

Ex Mark Marshan Collection.

2303
Australian States, a small collection on Seven Seas Stamps
sheets, a range of issues from most states, noted useful South
Australia, Queensland and Tasmania together with a small
stock book with duplicates of the above collection. Mostly
used a few mint. (approx 200)
$100

2300
Views of Ireland, 19th century engravings (approx 12x18cm
plus border with title below), all by W.H.Bartlett, includes
Youghall Abbey (The Residence of Sir Walter Raleigh);
Interior of Cashell Abbey; Interior of Holy-Cross Abbey, all
printed by Geo. Virtue of 26 Ivy Lane, London. With some
foxing around borders, otherwise very fine. (3)
$50
Ex Mark Marshan Collection.
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2311
Australia, Post Office packs some in a book of clear
cellophane sheets (81) including Gardens of Australia to $10,
Heritage 1988 albums with stamps (3), Trains of Australia
and War and Peace PO books with stamps, packs of sheetlets
for West Coast Eagles 2005 another 2006, Geelong 2007
Premiers, MCG centenary 2006, HMAS Adelaide 2008;
additional issues mostly Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling)
Islands and AAT, (FV $278), Great Britain Collector packs
1980 (3), 25th Anniv. of Coronation folder, PNG post office
packs (2) a few NZ mint stamps, USA (3), Hollywood legends
& Norman Rockwell. MUH. (100s)
$240

2304
Australia, collection of pre-decimal mint stamps from 19131965, housed in Seven Seas album (damaged), collection
includes partial lot of mint/used kangaroos, noted one pound
grey (mint), 5/- small Mult., 10/- CofA both mint; KGV
appear complete including 4 1/2d die 2 CTO, but except red
die II 1d, other issues appears essentially complete, 5/- bridge
mint and thinned, OS Kingsford Smith pair (mint), robes
both papers and noted it also includes BCOF issues to 5/-.
MUH, mint and a few used scattered within. (100s)
$500
2305
Australia, sheets and part sheets and gutter strips` of decimal
issues mostly c. 1970s-1980s many stored in Stamp Stock
book for mint sheets, (FV $423), also a few world. MUH.
(100s)
$200

2312
Australia, collection of issues from 2004-2012, housed in
Seven Seas album missing some issues but with extras gutters,
M/S etc, includes AAT of period. MUH. (100s)
$200

2306
Australia, a box containing a wide range of FDC's from the
1950s-2013, it also has other covers including FDC of Papua
New Guinea, Great Britain and New Zealand etc., but also
includes a cover recovered from the sea as it washed up on
the shore of England which was the result of the crash of the
aircraft 'Boadicea' that left England on the 25th Sept. 1936
and failed to arrive at Paris, it was on its way to Australia.
Used. (approx 300)
$70

2313
Australia, collection of issues from 2008-2012, housed in
Seven Seas album missing some issues but with extras gutters,
M/S etc, includes AAT of period; together with Australia Post
album of FDC 2009-2011. MUH, used. (100s)
$200
2314
Australia, Post Office packs, booklets and packeted
MUH stamps from Australia Post, all c.2012-2013, much
duplication mostly of 60c issues up to $10, includes sheetlets,
football teams, Music, Bush Babies, Greetings, Christmas
Islands etc., (marked FV $4868.70). MUH. (100s)
$2,600

2307
Australia, Australia Post year books, Deluxe editions 1981,
1982, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1999, 2002; together with Executive
editions 1986, 1987, 1990, 1996, 1998, 2001, 2003, 2004,
2005 (2), 2007, 2008, 2010; 2006 Commonwealth games;
Colonial Collection in folder (2); Australian Impressionists.
MUH. (24 books etc)
$400

2315
Australia, Post Office packs, booklets and packeted
MUH stamps from Australia Post, all c.2012-2013, much
duplication mostly of 60c issues up to $10, includes sheetlets,
football teams, Music, Commonwealth Banknote, Greetings,
etc., (marked FV $2453.75). MUH. (100s)
$1,300

2308
Australia, Post Office year books, 1981, 1988, 1989,
1993, 2012 (2), 2013; together with Australian Heritage
in Stamps in books a set of 5 and similar for Our World,
International Images of Nature and Our World with stamps.
MUH. (lot)
$220

2316
Australian Gold Medallists, Sydney 2000 Olympics album
complete with 16 miniature sheets (2 sets); Don Bradman
mini sheet, first day of issue cover and maximum cards set
of two, all Vale 'The Don' 1908-2001 (2 of each); Australian
Legends - Slim Dusty miniature sheet 2001 (2); Sydney
Roosters miniature sheets, 2002 (2) and another in folder,
2003; Soccer in Australia stamps and miniature sheet in
folder, 2006; also Great Britain, Diana Princess of Wales
tribute first day cover 1998 and stamp strips (2). Used MUH. (19)
$180

2309
Australia, Australia Post year books, Deluxe editions 1983,
1987, 1990-1 Collectors year book, 1995, 2000; Executive
editions 1984, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1991, 2006, and 2006
Commonwealth Games, together with APO Post books,
White Ensign, Australia under fire; Australian Heritage
in stamps; Literary Legnds, Home Front; Australian
Bicentennial Collection (5 folders in slip case). MUH. (18
books etc)
$300

2317
Australia, Sydney 2000 Olympic Games Australian Gold
Medallists stamp album with complete set of stamp sheetlets,
also various other modern issue sets (FV $43.85), these
include two sets of Year of the Lifesaver hologram issues.
MUH. (lot)
$60

2310
Australia, Post Office packs c.1970s-2000s (128), souvenir
minature sheet packs (4), different Official Souvenir booklets
for football clubs 2005 (16), etc. MUH. (148)
$120
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2318
Australia, 2000 Olympic Games stamp album of Australian
Gold Medallists (18 sheetlets, FV $81) together with loose
45c Para Olympics (FV $20.70); album of sheetlets, Olympic
Logo, sports, Celebrate 2000, Soccer (FV $21.21 and some
pre-decimal), together with world Olympic stamp collection
mostly MUH, some used; Australia's Olympic History
Official poster collection album (issued by The Advertiser);
Official 1998 AFL Footy Album (team photos); another
folder of sheetlets for 2002 Winter Olympics (FV $9); 7c
Xmas 1971 block of 7; other sheetlets, Australian Legends,
women in Parliament 50th; Hewitt; Ecounter 2002; The
Seekers (FV $33); total FV $165. Mostly MUH. (lot)
$80

2321
Australia, collections housed on (3) Seven Seas Album leaves
in cliplock folders one incomplete mixed used/mint/MUH
to 1966 missing higher values, strong from 1940, decimal
mostly complete MUH to 1984; another decimal set on leaves
in two albums from 1966 - 1989 generally complete. Mostly
MUH, some used. (100s)
$250
2322
Australia, Chinese cheap stock books (4) filled with mostly
MUH Australian mostly decimal (approx. FV $685), with
one stock book mostly pre-decimal (mostly toned). Mint,
MUH a few used. (lot)
$280
2323
Australia, used in Chinese stock books, two albums of predecimal with kangaroos, KGV to 1/4, 1930s commems, noted
two pounds arms; decimal in (9) albums. Used. (100s)
$100
2324
Australia, two stockbooks of mostly used stamps; silk
cigarette cards by W.D. & H.Wills of Arms of the British
Empire (23); post cards (12) mainly pre 1920 Australia and
British, also a small pencil drawing of a nude female signed
and dated 1910 and a WWII air mail letter card from a
RAAF Sergeant to his brother in Cairns. Used; silk cards
mostly very fine. (lot)
$50

2319*
Australia, cover fixed with 1d carmine-red die II, dated
Sydney Dec 24 Noon, 1914, perf 14 1/4 x 14; to Ashfield.
Nearly fine and very rare.
$200

2325
British Commonwealth, in four large loose leaf albums,
British Pacific on Seven Seas leaves for Norfolk Island (19471972), PNG 1952 set to pound and part or incomplete
sets to 1979, and two large stock books of AAT and New
Zealand (these mostly used) and two small stock books, a
mixed collection mostly arranged alphabetically with sets and
short sets and part sets mostly c. late 1930s - 1950s, noted
individual 1935 Jubilee, UPU, Peace and 1953 coronation
issues scattered throughout, many issues mounted on Hagner
mounts, useful pickings throughout, two albums each for
Caribbean and Pacific. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$400

2320*
Commonwealth of Australia, letter card with George V
one penny printed stamp, on back, Submarine A.E.1. (now
sunk). Unused.
$100
The Australian submarine A.E.1 was lost without a trace on 14 September
1914 in St George's Channel near the Duke of York Island group after
successful operations involving the occupation of German New Guinea and
surrender of Rabaul on 13 September 1914. With research.
lot 2326 part (following page)
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2331*
Iraq, British Occupation, strip of seven of one anna over
twenty paras red all with variety lacking bar in H of British,
issued at Busra, 24 Oct (19)21. Very rare variety, on piece
on back of the original envelope.
$100

part

2326*
Covers, from Transvaal as letters to captured Boers at
St.Helena Deadwood Camp (POW camp), checked mostly
by censors to various recipients all c.1901-2 all fixed with
Transvaal stamps overprinted VRI and ERI, except two
with British Bechuanaland six pence to Sir Robert Herbert
KCB Colonial Office, London from Mafeking March 11,
1890; another letter from M.Beg (Sultan of Turkey, minister)
to Sir Robert Herbert, Colonial Office, London from
Constantinople November 1888. Used. (7)
$500
Ex Estate of the late Colonel Drury.

2327
British Solomon Islands Protectorate, 1959, 4/- and 11/booklets complete with stamps; 1960 5/- booklet, covers
black on buff, grey and black on green respectively, (SG
SB1-3). Covers all very fine, scarce booklets, stamps MUH.
(3 booklets)
$100
2328
Great Britain, 1840 one penny black (S.G.No.1), red cross
cancel, nice color, four margins (S.G. catalogue L275).
Used.
$120

2332*
New Zealand, $1.50 M/S of 25th Anniversary landing on
the moon without hologram, (not published in Campbell
Paterson), very rare, together with M/S with hologram, (SG
1818, ACS 1171). MUH. (2 M/S, 20 stamps)
$300

part

2329*
Great Britain, collection in a loose leaf album, includes penny
black (2) one with almost complete 4 margins, another with
three margins and thinned, both stamped with red Maltese
cross (both illustrated), noted 1841 2d blue imperf, 1/- 1855
with 45 cancel (SG 72), one pound wedding 1948, MUH
(lightly toned), incomplete but issues from 1840-1980.
MUH, mint and used. (several 100)
$200

2333
Pacific Islands, covers mostly OHMS without stamp usage
but cancelled as official paid mail, all c. 1970s, from Fiji
(2), Rarotonga, Bairik, Gilbert Islands, Tonga and Solomon
Islands, Norfolk Island, several with registeration and mostly
with additional Air Mail cancellation. Mostly fine. (7)
$70
2334
Royalty, small collections in special albums, 1973 Royal
Wedding, 1972 Silver Wedding anniversary, 1977 Silver
Jubilee; Olympics Mint stamp collection by Stanley Gibbons;
assorted Australian FDC and unused pre-stamped covers in
albums, Stamps of the World magazine in folder; stationary
sets, pre-stamped postcards, stamp collector cards. MUH,
unused, used. (lot)
$50

2330
Great Britain, Coronation Elizabeth R 1953, QANTAS
Coronation Day Air Mail Flight covers, England to Australia,
Norfolk Island to England, Ceylon to England, unused cover,
and Elizabeth II, 21st April 1953 First Day of Issue envelope
postmarked Tempe Park, NSW, Aust. Used, a couple with
foxing on edge. (5)
$50
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2337*
Russia, assorted covers and cards mostly 19th century, cover
Moscow to London April 1871, fixed with 1858 20 Kopeck
SG 22 (illustrated); another cover to Dresden January 1907
fixed with 3 and 7 kopeck stamps (SG 52, 55); pre stamped
letter card cover to Vienna 23 Aug 1873 fixed with SG 18
and 19b (illustrated), other pre stamped covers (2) 1883,
1905; noted pre stamped card (3 kopeck) and with one
kopeck stamp (SG 38A) Riga to Kiel (Germany) 23 Mar
1890; other stamped cards (4) Odessa to Gotha 1891;
Moscow to London 1880; to Dresden 1892; response receipt
card 1888; and a photo card of Cosmonaut Boris Yegorov.
Mostly fine. (11)
$150

part

2335*
Russia, an extensive range of most single and set issues
(no M/S), apparently all are commemorative related from
1914 - 1973, housed on small Hagners and stored in
cellophane packets stored in two boxes, mostly MUH but
most pre 1945 issues mint, noted 1930 air 'Graf Zeppelin'
SG 574-5; 1931 'Airship construction' SG 579-583; 12th
anniversary October Revolution SG 593-599 (includes rare
35k, illustrated); 15th death anniversay Baku Commissars
SG 638-642; 1934 Air, 10th anniversary of Soviet Civil
Aviation, SG 643-647; 1934 Air set SG 662-666 (30k rare),
some duplication on later issues. Mint and MUH, a few with
rust and paper toning. (100s)
$400

Boris Borisovich Yegorov (Russian cosmonaut) born November 26, 1937 at
Moscow and died September 12, 1994 at Moscow) was a Soviet physiciancosmonaut who became the first physician to make a space flight in Voskhod
1. Russian stamps have also been issued in his honour. The asteroid 8450
Yegorov is named in his honour.

2338
United States, collection housed in Minkus All American
stamp album, scattered issues to 1917, noted used 10c and
12c Washington 1867, 1902 1c to 50c (used), mint (MUH
also) and used to 1976 a few later and a few UN, noted
commems, 1901 Pan-American, 1904 Louisana, 1907
Jamestown, 1920 Pilgrim, 1924 Huguenot-Walloon, 1925
Norse, these used. etc, also mint 1928 Civil Aeronautics,
1929 Clark, 1934 parks, several M/S etc.; together with
loose leaf album c. 1920s-1960s of European stamps strong
in Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Netherlands. MUH,
mint and used. (100s)
$200

2336
Russia, collection of issues in a large green stockbook of
mint and used issues from the late 19th century to c.1930
includes several used overprint issues for P.O in China and
Levant. Mint and used. (approx 150)
$50

2339
Vatican City, collection of issues in Minkus Vatican City
stamp album, noted 1929 arms and Pius XI set (appear
MUH); 1929 Special Delivery set; 1.25 lire used (SG 29);
SG 136 (toned), 1950 Papal Guard, 1951 Beatification
and Dogma sets, 1953 Assisi and St. Bernard, 1954 End
of Marian Year, and a range of issues mostly mounted on
Hagners and nearly complete from 1957-1975. Many MUH,
some mint and scattered used throughout. (100s)
$120

2340
World, collections housed in loose leaf spring back albums
and stock books (15), all mostly c.1930s-1960s, many
on Hagner holders, with albums of Communist countries
(including China), non-existant countries, Africa, assorted
Middle East, Indonesia and non-British islands etc, Vatican,
China, Baltic. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$150

2341
World, a quantity of world stamps in various types of stamp
albums (15), noted the odd picking, together with two
boxes of mint and used stamps in packets as issued by P.O.
in Great Britain, or loose, with many on paper. MUH, mint
and used. (100s)
$100

part
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2345*
Bank of New South Wales, uniform issue, one pound,
Wellington, N.Z., 1st December 1932, F565728, without
STERLING, imprint of Charles Skipper & East (with Ltd),
London (Robb C821; L.434; P.S162). Minor toning at edge,
otherwise nearly very fine and very rare.
$3,300

2342*
The Bank of Australasia, second issue, proof five pounds,
uniface, Christchurch, 12th Septr. 1865, imprint of Perkins,
Bacon & Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, 'from
this' added in pencil in Manager area at bottom (Robb
B.24b; L.402; P.S112). Remnants of glue on back corners,
otherwise good very fine.
$1,450

Ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B (lot 3132) and
previously from P. & M.Eccles, Auckland.

Ex Perkins Bacon Archive.

2346*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen one pound,
Auckland, date printed 18-, discordant serials No.C017001,
C042000, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co, Ld.
Engravers, London, with SPECIMEN BW&Co LONDON
perforation and perforated counterfoil attached (Robb.D.32;
L.452; P.S191s). Extremely fine or better.
$2,000

2343*
The Bank of Australasia, uniform issue, one pound,
Wellington, 1st July 1930, A/A 221664, imprint of Perkins,
Bacon & Co Ld. London (Robb.B.821; L.411; P.S132).
Washed, very good.
$350

Slabbed by PMG as 61 Uncirculated.

2347*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen ten pounds,
Wellington, 19-, discordant serial numbers, No. 147476
and No. 160000, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co,
Engravers & c London, 'SPECIMEN' perforated cancellation
in signature reserve, '9th June 1908' written in pencil top left
(Robb D.35; L.447; P.S193). Extremely fine and very rare.
$3,000

2344*
Bank of New South Wales, uniform issue, ten shillings,
Wellington, N.Z., 1st December 1932, A774346, without
STERLING, imprint of Charles Skipper & East, London
(Robb C811; L.433; P.S161). Many creases and folds, very
good and very rare.
$3,000
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2351*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, uniform issue, one
pound, Wellington, 1st October 1923, No. 6/N 105960,
imprint of Waterlow & Sons Limited, London (Robb M.82;
L.543; P.S372a). Washed, very good.
$400

2348*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, ten pounds (copy),
Wellington, date not legible, 169948 booklet edge (cfRobb
D.35; L.447, P.S193). Rips and tears with corner missing,
fair, a contemporary forgery.
$450

2352*
The New Zealand Wheelman, five shillings sterling,
Christchurch, No. A1 1892-1900, entd 11/5/99, imprint A.
Wildey Print CH-CH. Uneven margins with paper splits,
otherwise very good and very rare.
$500

2349*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, ten shillings, Wellington,
1st April 1917, No. 076886, '10 Shillings' in top corners,
imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Ld, London (Robb
D.711a; L.456; P.S222b). Very good and scarce.
$750

2353
Bank of New South Wales cheques, unissued, Auckland and
Christchurch. Extremely fine. (2)
$50

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 3584).

2354*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
ten shillings, letter, Z 386551 (P.154). Many creases and
folds, good fine.
$300

2350*
The Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, uniform issue,
one pound, Wellington, 1st January 1930, No. A561248,
imprint of Waterlow & Sons Limited, London Wall. London.
E.C. (Robb.H.82; L.485; P.S282), Fine and rare.
$2,000
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2362
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), one
pound, N/52 587926 (P.159a); G.Wilson (1955-56), 004
710746 (P.159b); R.N.Fleming (1956-67), 284 250564/5
consecutive pair (P.159d) (2). Extremely fine - uncirculated.
(4)
$300
2363
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), five
pounds, 3/S 725865, 5/V 313858, 6/V 338223, 8/V 190615
(P.160a). Fine - good very fine. (4)
$180

2355*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
one pound, 7A 147463 (P.155). Nearly extremely fine.
$700

2364
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), five
pounds, 5/S 275325 and 9/R 508162 (P.160a). Good very
fine. (2)
$160

2356
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
one pound, 2A 802400, 9B 547702, 10B 640435 (P.155).
Very fine with 15mm tear at top; nearly fine; fine. (3)
$150

2365*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), ten
pounds, 0/F 983468, first prefix (P.161a). Nearly extremely
fine and rare.
$750

2357*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, number letter, 1K 927076 (P.156). Some heavy
folds, nearly very fine.
$300

2366
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-1956) one
pound, J/O 154192/93 (P.159B) consecutive pair. Good
very fine. (2)
$120

2358
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934,
five pounds, 3K 332953, 3K 569126 (P.156). Nearly fine.
(2)
$200

2367
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), one
pound, 015 776463 (P.159b); R.N.Fleming (1956-67), with
security thread, 260 022504, 297 829754 (P.159d). The first
two fine, the last very fine. (3)
$40

2359
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), ten
shillings, A/1 701198 (P.158a). Good very fine.
$100
2360
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), ten
shillings, 1/54 668892 (P.158a). Good very fine.
$70

2368
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), five
pounds, 0/W 659199, 3/W 326172, A4 070587, A5 405571
(P.160b). Very good - very fine, the second stained. (4)
$200

2361
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), one
pound, letter over date, G/48 624891, H/49 574470, E/54
115796 (P.159a). Very fine. (3)
$80

2369
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), five
pounds, A0 759099, first prefix of type (P.160b). Extremely
fine.
$150
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2374*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G. Wilson (1955-56),
specimen fifty pounds, Specimen No.34, 0/U 000000
(P.162b), imprint of Thomas de la Rue & Company Limited,
London on back, SPECIMEN in black letters diagonally both
sides, SPECIMEN/DE LA RUE/& CO LTD/NO VALUE in
black ovals, top left and bottom right corners both sides and
additional de la Rue oval stamp inverted and horizontally at
front top left edge, one punch hole in signature. Glue marks
on back and front, piece missing from right hand border,
12mm tear at top, graduating horizontal fold, otherwise
very fine and very rare.
$1,800

2370*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), ten
pounds, 4/F 338325, first prefix (P.161b). Nearly extremely
fine.
$600

Ex Spink & Son London, Sale 1284 lot 754 (part).

2371*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), ten
pounds, 4/F 134236, first prefix (P.161b). Good very fine
and scarce.
$500

2375*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
shillings, 1A 855835, without security thread (P.158c). Light
centre fold, nearly uncirculated.
$200

2376
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67),
five pounds, without security thread, B3 945028 (P.160c).
Nearly uncirculated.
$150

2372*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), ten
pounds, 6F 168350/1, consecutive pair of last prefix (P.161b).
Very fine. (2)
$800

2377
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), five
pounds, without security thread, B3 437470, B6 621530, C3
554005 (P.160c), with security thread, K3 960739 (P.160d).
Fine - very fine. (4)
$100

2373
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, G.Wilson (1955-56), ten
pounds, 6F 082279 and 6F 311170, last prefix (P.161b). Fine,
the second with a 3mm tear in bottom margin. (2)
$300
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2385
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68),
twenty dollars, AA 161266 and AA 161270, first prefix
(P.167a). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$250

2378*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
pounds, without security thread, 6F 933810, first signature
prefix (P.161c). Good extremely fine.
$350

2386*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), one
dollar, star replacement note, Y90 499966* (P.163b). Very
fine.
$140
2387
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), one
dollar star replacement note, Y90 126211* (P.163b). Folds
and creases, nearly very fine.
$130

2379
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
pounds, without security thread, 6F 843393, first signature
prefix, AA 517660, first prefix of type (P.161c). Good very
fine; very fine with penned numbers on back. (2)
$300

2380*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67),
ten pounds, without security thread, AA 724160, first serial
prefix of type (P.161c). Extremely fine.
$300

2388*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75) two
dollars star note, 0A1 029043* (P.164b). Extremely fine,
rare first type.
$1,500
2389
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), five
dollars, 054 813695/7 consecutive trio (P.165b). Light stain
top right corners, nearly uncirculated. (3)
$170

2381
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten
pounds, with security thread, AE 946225 and AJ 408826
(P.161d). Very fine; nearly extremely fine. (2)
$250
2382
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68),
one dollar - two dollars, number letter for one dollar; two
dollars, number letter number (38), includes a consecutive
pair, a run of seven and a run of nine consecutive (P.163a,
164a). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (39)
$700
2383
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68), ten
dollars, A2 428909/10 consecutive pair (P.166a). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$80
2384
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.N.Fleming (1967-68),
ten dollars, A3 022234/5 consecutive pair (P.166a). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$100

2390*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), five
dollars star note, 990 170188* (P.165b). Flattened of creases
and folds, nearly very fine.
$250
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2391
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), ten
dollars, 11A 498248, 544538, 14J 664466 (P.166b). Nearly
uncirculated. (3)
$250

2398
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77) type I,
one dollar star notes Y91 622954*/69* (P.169c) consecutive
run of sixteen notes. Uncirculated. (16)
$250
2399
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77) type
I, one dollar star notes Y91 345836*/42*, consecutive run
of seven notes; Y92* two consecutive pairs of notes and two
singles (P.163c). Very fine - uncirculated. (13)
$220
2400
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), one
dollar, Y91 051504/11* eight consecutive star notes (P.163c).
Uncirculated. (8)
$100
2401
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), two
dollars, 2L6 369611/630 a run of twenty consecutive notes
(P.164c). Uncirculated. (20)
$300

2392*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75),
ten dollars star replacement note, A0 080790* (P.166b).
Flattened, good very fine, rare first prefix of first type.
$400
2393
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), ten
dollars star replacement note, 99A 052000* (P.166b). Very
fine.
$100
2394
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), twenty
dollars, BC 330229 and BC 330240 (P.167b); H.R.Hardie
type I (1977-81), twenty dollars, star replacement note, YJ
825450* (P.167d). Extremely fine. (3)
$200

2395*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.L.Wilks (1968-75), twenty
dollars star note, AA 036991* (P.167b). Flattened, with two
pin holes at top, nearly very fine and scarce first type.
$250

2402*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), two
dollars, 2C2 032882, the top right hand corner with 'dog
ear' paper flap, with partial serial numbers printed thereon
(P.164c). Nearly uncirculated.
$180

2396
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), one
dollar star note, Y90 896660* (P.163c). Nearly uncirculated
and scarce.
$80

2403
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
two dollars, 9Y2 273503/10* eight consecutive star notes
(P.164c). Uncirculated. (8)
$150

2397
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-1977), one
dollar star notes Y91 622970*/87* (P.163C) consecutive run
of eighteen notes. Uncirculated. (18)
$280

2404
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), five
dollars, 990 590870*/1* consecutive pair (P.165c). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$200
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2410*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), one
hundred dollars, G 484418 (P.168b). Uncirculated.
$750
2411
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, one dollar K27 498762/5 four consecutive notes (P.163d).
Uncirculated. (4)
$50
2405*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
five dollars, 990 897203/10* eight consecutive star notes
(P.165c). Uncirculated. (8)
$1,000
2406
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), ten
dollars, 24K 483854/60 consecutive run of seven, also star
note 99B 938534* (P.166c). Good extremely fine. (8)
$450
2412*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81),
type I, two dollars, 2Y0 8------ at bottom, top serial number
completely omitted, 856496 written in pen at left (P.164d).
Nearly uncirculated.
$220

2407
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77), ten
dollars star note, 99C 069673* (P.166c). Flat, extremely
fine.
$150

2408*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
twenty dollars, both serial numbers totally omitted, BS
132354 written in pen at left (P.167c). Extremely fine and
rare.
$250

2413*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, two dollars, 3E0 987899, printed 25mm corner paper flap
at bottom left (P.164d). A 5mm tear in bottom margin at
flap, good fine and rare.
$180

2409
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, R.L.Knight (1975-77),
twenty dollars, EC 804901, last prefix and star replacement
note, YJ 261070* (P.167c). Nearly uncirculated; good very
fine. (2)
$400

2414
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, two dollars, star replacement notes, 9Y2 672845*/54* a
run of ten consecutive notes (P.164d). Uncirculated. (10)
$220
248

2415
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81),
type I, two dollars, 9Y3* star notes (P.164a) consecutive
pairs (2), consecutive run of three and twelve single notes.
Uncirculated. (19)
$250
2416
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81), type
I, five dollars, 171 878399/400 consecutive pair (P.165d).
Uncirculated. (2)
$60
2425*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, specimen ten dollars, NAA 000000, first serial prefix, large
SPECIMEN in red above signature and in smaller letters
below top serial number and above bottom serial number,
SPECIMEN perforated at both ends of note (P.172a).
Virtually uncirculated and rare.
$1,000

2417
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1977-81),
type I, ten dollars, 29H 645784/8 a run of five consecutive;
also star note 99D 094585* (P.166d). The first five nearly
uncirculated, the last very fine. (6)
$200
2418
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1983-85), type
I, fifty dollars, three letters XAA 004297/300, consecutive
run of four from the first prefix (P.174a). Uncirculated. (4)
$500

2426
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie, type II (198185), ten dollars star notes, NB 617524*/8*, a run of five
consecutive (P.172a) (5); S.T.Russell (1985-89), ten dollars
star notes, NB 866610*, NB 916210* and NB 922137*
(P.172b) (3). The first five uncirculated, the last three nearly
uncirculated. (8)
$500

2419
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, one dollar, AA* prefix star notes (P.169a) consecutive runs
of three, five, seventeen notes and seven singles. Two single
notes very fine - extremely fine, the balance uncirculated.
(50)
$500
2420
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), one
dollar, AAA first prefix notes (P.169a) consecutive run of
thirty six notes. Uncirculated. (36)
$300
2421
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, one dollar, AA* prefix star notes (P.169a) consecutive
runs of six (2), eight and sixteen notes. Good very fine uncirculated. (36)
$350

2427*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, S.T.Russell (1985-89), one
hundred dollars, YAB 369533 (P.175b). Uncirculated.
$350

2422
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, one dollar, AA* prefix star notes (P.169a) consecutive pairs
(3), consecutive runs of three, consecutive run of four notes
(2) and four single notes. Very fine - uncirculated. (31)
$300

Slabbed by PCGS Currency as Gem New 65PPQ.

2428
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T Brash (1989-91), two
dollars, EPN 983101-200, bundle of one hundred last prefix
notes. (P.170c). Uncirculated. (100)
$750

2423
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85) type II,
all first prefix issues with matching number, one dollar AAA
000181, two dollars EAA 000181, five dollars JAA 000181,
ten dollars NAA 000181, twenty dollars TAA 000181, one
hundred dollars YAA 000181 (P.169a-173a, 175a). Faint
foxing on last note, otherwise uncirculated. (6)
$250

2429
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T Brash (1989-91), type I,
five dollars, JHG 004976/80 first prefix (P.171c) consecutive
run of five notes. Uncirculated. (5)
$100
2430
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1993-99), type
III, five dollars, replacement notes ZZ 101588/9 consecutive
pair (P.177c), ten dollars, ZZ 064090 and ZZ 131000
(P.182); twenty dollars, ZZ 077561 (P.179a). Extremely
fine - uncirculated. (5)
$150

2424
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type
II, two dollars star notes, EA* two consecutive trios and six
singles (P.170a). Uncirculated. (12)
$120

249

2431
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1990) type II,
ten dollars, prefix AAA, uncut pair, block of four and a
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (8 notes)
$120

2441
Elizabeth II, Kiwi Dollar Collection, mint one and two dollar
coins, 1990 and uncirculated one and two dollar banknotes
ANS 989071 and EPN 989071; Final Impressions, 19671991, final one and two dollar banknotes printed ANS
985170 and EPN 985170, set number 03514, with certificate
and in perspex display frame with seal of authenticity.
Uncirculated. (2)
$50

2432
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1990), ten dollars,
type II, 150th Anniversary issue, AAA prefix, uncut sheet of
thirty two (P.176). Uncirculated.
$300

WORLD BANKNOTES

2433
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1990), ten dollars,
type II, 150th Anniversary issue, AAA prefix, uncut sheet of
sixteen (P.176). Uncirculated.
$150

2442
Angola, Banco de Angola, fifty escudos, 24 November
1972 (P.100) DO 60546, 553/5 three consecutive, 558/9
consecutive pair, 566, 576/82 seven consecutive, 588 and
OB 26286. The last extremely fine, the rest centre fold
uncirculated. (16)
$50

2434
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1990), ten
dollars, type II, 150th Anniversary issue, AAA prefix, uncut
vertical block of four (2) and uncut vertical pair (2) (P.176).
Uncirculated. (2 blocks + 2 pairs)
$120

2443
Angola, Banco de Angola, one hundred escudos, 24
November 1972 (P.101) PK 61502/601, MO 91319/21 one
hundred consecutive and three consecutive in one wrapped
bundle. A few tiny spots on first banknote, otherwise
uncirculated. (103)
$300

2435
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1993-98), type
III, ten dollars, uncut sheet of forty with AA prefix (P.178c).
Uncirculated.
$350
2436
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T Brash (1993-99), type
IV, ten dollars, ZZ 101571/77 replacement notes (P.192)
consecutive run of seven notes. Nearly uncirculated. (7)
$250
2437
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T Brash (1992-2000), type
II, fifty dollars, AA first prefix (P.180b) uncut block of four,
in folder. Uncirculated.
$250
2438
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, D.T.Brash (1992-99), type
I, one hundred dollars, AA 006682/AA 006932 uncut pair
of the first serial prefix (P.181a). Uncirculated, ex uncut
block of four. (2)
$300

2444*
Austria, International Refugee Organisation, Austrian
Operation payment certificate, one unit, undated (c1974)
(Campbell 7360; Schwan & Boling 181). Extremely fine.
$200

2439
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Allan Bollard (2004-12),
2007 year set of five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred
dollars with matching numbers AA 07 000516. In pack of
issue, uncirculated.
$250
Limit of 1000 same number sets.

2440
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Allan Bollard (2004-12),
2008 year set of five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred
dollars with matching numbers AA 08 000516. In pack of
issue, uncirculated.
$250

2445*
Bahamas, The Bahamas Government, George VI, four
shillings, undated (1936), A/3 158997 (P.9a). Centre and
horizontal folds, nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$240

Limit of 1000 same number sets.

250

2446*
Bahamas, The Bahamas Government, George VI, ten
shillings, undated (1936), A/3 035038 (P.10a). Flattened of
folds, extremely fine and rare.
$750
2447
Belgian Congo, Banque Du Congo Belge, five francs,
10.4.1947 (P.13Ad); ten francs, 10.9.1937 (P.9). Very good.
(2)
$50
part

2450*
Bermuda, Bermuda Monetary Authority, two, five, ten,
twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars, 1 January 2009 (P.57a
- 62a). Uncirculated. (6)
$270
2451
Bermuda, Elizabeth II, specimen fifty dollars, 1st April 1978,
A/1 000000, overprinted SPECIMEN diagonally in red,
(P.325). Issued date rare, uncirculated.
$200
2448*
Bermuda, Bermuda Government, George VI, five shillings,
12th May 1937, W/3 923566 (P.8b). Folds and creases,
very fine.
$80

2449*
Bermuda, Bermuda Government, George VI, ten shillings,
12th May 1937, Q/1 386348 (P.10b). Extremely fine and
scarce.
$240

2452*
Bohemia and Moravia, Protectorate, one koruna and five
korun, undated (1940) (P.3, 4). Uncirculated. (2)
$70
251

2453
Burma, Reserve Bank of India, George VI, ten rupees,
undated (1938), J.B.Taylor, A/26 358119 (P.5); Hong Kong,
Government of Hong Kong, Elizabeth II, one dollar, 1st July
1957, 3Q 012738, and 1st July 1959, 6Y 070416. Staple
hole at left, very fine; extremely fine; uncirculated. (3)
$80
2454
Cambodia, twenty thousand riels, King's 55th birthday,
2008 (P.60) (2), one hundred thousand riels, King's 60th
birthday (2013) (P.New); Laos, one hundred thousand kip,
450th anniversary of Vientiane (2010) (2); another, regular
issue (2011) (P.New) (2); Myanmar, ten thousand kyat (2012)
(P.82) (2). Uncirculated. (9)
$150

2458*
China, The Bank of Territorial Development, five dollars,
Dec 1, 1914, number SU 0015245, overprinted "Kiangsu",
imprint of 'Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Peking China',
(P567r, S/M C165-). Extremely fine, rare.
$200
2459
China, Republic, Feng Mei private bank, Fukien, 1933, five
chiao 027757. Some foxing, otherwise uncirculated.
$100

2455*
Canada, Banque du Canada, five dollars, 1935, F473097
(P.43). A 2mm tear at left, nearly fine.
$150

2460*
China, Heng Chen Exchange Co private bank, Fukien,
undated, fifty cents 132050 with last 0 at right side dropped
out of alignment. Uncirculated.
$100

2456*
Canada, Bank of Canada, ten dollars, 1935, A1126269
(P.44). Fine.
$190

2461*
China, Empire, private bank issue, Lee Yick Cheong Bank,
Waisha-Swatow branch, unissued one dollar (c1906), imprint
Litho at the Hongkong Printing Press. Right edge toning,
otherwise uncirculated.
$100

2457*
Canada, twenty dollars, 1969, Beattie-Rasminsky (P.89).
Uncirculated.
$80
252

2462*
China, Republic, Bank of China, Tientsin, September 1918,
one yuan K871249 (P.51q). Uncirculated.
$300

2468*
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1936 Waterlow
& Sons issue, fifty yuan B/F 852183L (P.219a). Some foxing,
otherwise uncirculated.
$150

2463
China, Republic, Bank of Tientsin, January 1931, five yuan
AM414963, W574838 (P.70b). Some toning along edges,
otherwise good fine - very fine. (2)
$100

2469
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1936 Waterlow
& Sons issue, one hundred yuan C/P 804445C (P.220a).
Some minor corner creases, one small tone spot on bottom
right edge, otherwise crisp uncirculated.
$80

2470*
China, Republic, The Industrial Development Bank of
China, February 1st 1921, specimen one yuan 000000 with
'SPECIMEN' stamped in red diagonally on front at left and
right and punch hole cancelled in signature area (P.491s).
Crisp uncirculated.
$650

2464*
China, Republic, Bank of China, Tientsin , October 1934,
ten yuan C234176 (P.73a). A few small spots of foxing and
some toning, otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$100
2465
China, Republic, Bank of China, Chungking 1940, one
hundred yuan Y956360/1 consecutive pair (P.88b). Spot
of foxing at top edge, some light creasing and centre fold,
otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$100
2466
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1936 Waterlow
& Sons issue, one yuan B/D 794703 (P.216a). A few light
creases, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$80
2467
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1936 Waterlow
& Sons issue, ten yuan A/C 701605X (P.218a). A few small
spots of foxing on edge, otherwise uncirculated.
$80

2471*
China, Republic, The Industrial Development Bank of
China, Peking 1st July 1921, ten yuan P0086654 (P.496).
Slight scuffing at top left edge, otherwise crisp uncirculated
and rare.
$1,500
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2472
China, Taiwan Bank, one thousand yuan, 1981 (P.1988)
DQ568617EV/618EV consecutive pair. Crisp, fresh,
uncirculated. (2)
$150

2475*
China, Republic, The Agricultural and Industrial Bank
of China, Shanghai 1934, specimen one yuan A 000000
front uniface note and A 000000 back uniface note, with
'SPECIMEN' in English and Chinese stamped in red
diagonally on the printed side at left and right of each
note, both notes perforated cancelled in Chinese characters
(P.A112s1). Some foxing or staining on plain side of each
note, a few faint creases, otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$1,200

2473*
China, Republic, Kung Tsi Bank of Fengtien, 1922, one
hundred coppers M8749827 (PS.1365). Some light foxing,
otherwise uncirculated.
$120

2476
China, Japanese Occupation, five thousand yuan, 1945
(P.J41a) AAC and ACN. The first with an edge chip and some
edge scuffing, both with some toning, otherwise extremely
fine. (2)
$150
Ex Charles R.Penny Collection.

2477
China, Taiwan, small collection of mostly pre WWII issues.
Good - very fine. (15)
$100

2474*
China, Republic, The Kwangtung Provincial Bank, 1931,
five dollars CA042541/4 four consecutive (PS.2422d).
Uncirculated. (4)
$280

2478*
Colombia, El Banco de la Republica, silver certificate issue,
five hundred pesos oro, Series AA 1.1.1951 (P.391P2) face
proof with no serial number and punch hole cancelled.
Uncirculated.
$200
2479
Cook Islands, Government of the Cook Islands, three dollars,
undated (1992) uncut blocks of four, BBB 042170, 670,
043170, 670 and BBB 042141, 641, 043141, 641 (P.7).
Uncirculated. (2)
$50

lot 2475
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2480*
Curacao, Curacaosche Bank, five gulden, 1943 (P.25)
No.263878. Very fine.
$200
2484*
Denmark, National Bank in Copenhagen, ten kroner, 1909,
D2254777 (P.7h). Very fine and rare.
$600

part

2481*
Cyprus, Central Bank of Cyprus, one pound (1.4.2004), five
pounds (1.9.2003), ten pounds (1.4.2005), twenty pounds
(1.4.2004) (P.60d, 61b, 62e, 63c). Uncirculated. (4)
$100
2485*
Egypt, Ottoman Administration, National Bank of Egypt,
fifty piastres, Cairo, 1st January 1899, A/1 140477, signed
Sir Frederick Rowlatt, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson and
Compy. Ltd. London. (P.1b; Hanafy M1b (50 P.T.)). Three
vertical folds, very fine or better and very rare, especially in
this condition.
$2,500
part

2482*
Czech Republic, Czech National Bank, fifty and one hundred
korun (both 1997), two hundred korun (1998), five hundred
korun (2009), one thousand korun (2008), two thousand
korun (2007), five thousand korun (2009) (P.17, 18a, 19a,
24a, 25b, 26a, 27). Uncirculated. (7)
$500

2486*
Egypt, Ottoman Administration, National Bank of Egypt,
one pound, Cairo, 5th January 1899, No. B/1 132018, signed
Sir Frederick Rowlatt, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson and
Co. Ltd. Engravers, London. (P.2b; Hanafy M1b (1 L.E.)).
Four pin holes at left, blue bank stamp on back, otherwise
very fine and very rare.
$4,000
2483*
Denmark, National Bank in Copenhagen, five kroner, 1909,
B 5664040 (P.6g). Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$600
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2487
Fiji, Government of Fiji, George VI and Elizabeth II, five
shillings, 1st January 1941, 1st September 1964 (P.37d, 51d).
Some light foxing, good fine - nearly very fine. (2)
$100

2494
Fiji, Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, one dollar, undated
(1968) A/2 975939, 975942, 975964, 975969 (P.59a); five
dollars, A/1 006768 (P.61a). Nearly uncirculated. (5)
$180

2488
Fiji, Government of Fiji, George VI, five shillings, 1st July
1950, B/6 27,597 and 1st June 1951, B/7 119,104 (P.37j,
k); ten shillings, 1st July 1950, B/4 111,716 (P.38j). Fine
- good fine. (3)
$180

2495
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, Elizabeth II, undated
(1974) issues, one dollar B/4 212005, two dollars B/3
911234, five dollars A/5 519720 (P.71b, 72c, 73c). The
first uncirculated, the other two with centre fold, otherwise
uncirculated. (3)
$100
2496
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, Elizabeth II, undated
(1974) issues, two dollars A/8 421167, five dollars A/3
441052 (P.72b, 73b). Centre fold, the first with some faint
toning, otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$100

2489*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, George VI, five shillings, 1st June
1951, B/9 185,793 (P.37k). Cleaned and flattened of folds,
otherwise extremely fine and an attractive note.
$100

2497*
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, Elizabeth II, ten dollars,
undated (1974) A/3 659521 (P.74b). Light spot of toning,
otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$150

2490*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, George VI, one pound, 1st March
1938, B/2 13,022 (P.39b). Fine.
$120
2491
Fiji, Government of Fiji, one shilling, 1st January
1942, remainder six note sheet, without serial (P.48r2).
Uncirculated.
$450
2492
Fiji, Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, one pound, 1st January
1967, C/23 101739 (P.53i); Reserve Bank of Fiji, replacement
notes, five dollars (2), ZA 002957, ZA 009713 and twenty
dollars, ZA 012950 (P.110r, 112r). The first very fine the
others very good. (4)
$90

2498*
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, Elizabeth II, twenty
dollars, undated (1974) A/1 923211 (P.75b). Spot of toning
on back top edge, some faint creasing, otherwise virtually
uncirculated.
$250

2493
Fiji, Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, fifty cents, undated
(1969), A/1 460061, 872403 (P.58a) (2), one dollar, undated
(1969) A/1 883938 (P.59a). The first uncirculated, the second
uncirculated but with foxing mark, the last with centre fold
and light foxing, otherwise virtually uncirculated. (3)
$50

2499
Fiji, Central Monetary Authority, Elizabeth II (1983-6),
twenty dollars (12); ten dollars (1), (P.84a, 85a); Reserve
Bank of Fiji, (1987-8), twenty dollars (12), two dollars (9,
including a run of three), one dollar (6, including sequence
pair), (P.86a, 87a, 88a), total Fiji FV $514. Very good - nearly
uncirculated. (40)
$400
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2500
Fiji, Reserve Bank of Fiji, Elizabeth II, two dollars,
undated (1996) A205428/37 ten consecutive notes (P.96a).
Uncirculated. (10)
$50

part

part

2503*
France, French Revolution, first Republic, paper bread
tickets (6), printed on same watermarked paper as the French
assignats, dated 6-21 pluviose (25 January to 9 Febuary)
in the 3rd year of the Republic (1795) for one, two, three,
four, five and six loaves of bread (pain) issued by Citizen
Van Autgaerden, of Place de Louvain, Brussels. Very fine
and rare. (6)
$300

2501*
Fiji, Reserve Bank of Fiji, Elizabeth II, undated (1996) issues,
ten dollars AQ 502000, twenty dollars AD 450500, fifty
dollars H988910 (P.98b, 99b, 100a). Uncirculated. (3)
$180

Ex W.J.D. Mira Collection (and from old Belgian collection), with
photocopies of ACR article (Sept, 1992, pp37-39).

2502*
Fiji, Reserve Bank of Fiji, Elizabeth II, one hundred dollars
replacement note, undated (2007) ZA 008844. (P.114r).
Nearly uncirculated and scarce.
$400

2504*
France, Banque de France, fifty francs, 13-6-1928, M.2428
326 (P.77a). Two pin sized holes and minor margin tears,
otherwise nearly very fine.
$70
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part

2505*
France, Banque de France, five thousand francs, 28-9-1939
X.327 421, 08171421 (P.97a). Extremely fine, a large
impressive note.
$140

2507*
France, Banque de France, ten francs (1978), twenty francs
(1993), fifty francs (1977), one hundred francs (1986), two
hundred francs (1992), five hundred francs (1989) (P.150c,
151g, 152a, 154b, 155e, 156g). Uncirculated. (6)
$250

part

2508*
France, Banque de France, fifty francs (1992), one hundred
francs (1997), two hundred francs (1999), five hundred
francs (1994) (P.157a, 158a, 159c, 160a). Uncirculated.
(4)
$200
2509
French Equatorial Africa, five francs, twenty five francs and
one hundred francs, undated (1941) (P.6, 7, 8). Very good
and scarce. (3)
$60
2510
French Indo China, Banque De L'Indochine, twenty piastres,
undated (1942-45) letter B series, D 238827 (P.71) and
another, letter G series, Y 002230 (P.72); Vietnam, Giay Bac
Vietnam, five dong, undated (1948) MB N.07827 (P.17a).
The first with printing flaw line, otherwise uncirculated, the
second with four pin holes very fine, the last with scuffed
top edge, otherwise uncirculated. (3)
$100

2506*
France, World War II, Nantes, specimen five, ten and twenty
francs, 22 June 1940 (Swan & Boling 341-3s) emergency
local issue. Nearly uncirculated. (3)
$100
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